6th Regional Stakeholder Group Meeting (RSGM)

Partner/Region: Date:
Municipality of
11.03.2020
Kavala/Region
of East
MacedoniaThrace

Round: Participants:
6th
-Manos Koutrakis, FRI
- Argiris Sapounidis, FRI
- Io Chatzivaryti, Municipality of
Kavala, Local coordinator of the
project
- Effrosyni Boskou, Municipality of
Kavala
- Dimitra Mylona, FRI
- Chrysoula Gkoumpili, FRI

Main outputs:
In this 6th RSGM, the meeting took place at the premises of FRI. The
meeting aimed to get in detail on the particular ways of cooperation
between the projects PERICLES and Cherish as well as to discuss in
detail the TEK project that Kavala proposed and its demonstration
during the ILEE meeting in Kavala in June.
The meeting started with a detailed analysis of the PERICLES
deliverables that include: a portal carrying all the partners
information on cultural heritage of the fishing communities
pictured on an interactive map, leaflets detailing the fish species
that our area has and their nutritious quality, a book of scientific
publications on the cultural heritage of the fishing communities of
our area as well as pictures from the beginning of the century
projecting the fishing community everyday life. Finally, a research
comparing the Maryland crab gastronomy culture to our own; being
both areas with mass crab production. In September the Pericles
will meet in Kavala and we are invited!

Then the Cherish team presented the Cherish deliverables that is
the cultural analysis, the TEK report, the ILEE meeting as well as the
initiative taken so far to influence the policy instrument.
Main outputs:










We agreed to sign a memorandum to sustain the Pericles
project after the end of the 5 years obligation of FRI to do so
The republishing of the fish leaflets for those to be listed next
to the fish containers at the fish markets. We even proposed QR
codes so save paper/ printing costs
we offered to provide them our interviews with the lagoon
fishermen to be added both to the portal (following the
example of the"Lugar do real" platform that we so in Viana) and
the book.
In return the Pericles team researches agreed working with us
in supporting our TEK report; providing the literature review
and a guide through the qualitative/experimental interviews
with the fishermen at the lagoons
They also booked us the guided tour at the lagoons for Kavala's
ILEE
Agreed on performing a detailed presentation on PERICLES
project results during our ILEE
Assisting us at the policy tool instrument influence, merging
their forces towards successful project design that could be
adopted by our Region and become a call.
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